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Abstract: This paper develops a New Economic Geography (NEG) model
with cumulative local pollution that hurts population welfare. In the short run,
agglomeration externalities make wages higher in the most populated region
and where the environmental tax is lower. Nevertheless, as we move from the
short-run to the long-run, workers are not interested in nominal wages, but in
welfare (real wages and environmental quality). A new dispersion force interacts
with the traditional NEG effects: the pollution effect. Its strength and speed
determine the transitional dynamics towards the long-run equilibria. We find
that, if both regions apply the same emission tax, population and wages become
equal as openness of trade increases. The transition between agglomeration to
dispersion takes place smoothly. However, if emission taxes differ, population
migration can be sudden. Moreover, if the tax in one of the regions is high
enough, population could be willing to accept a lower wage in exchange of a
better environmental quality. In this were the case, the greener region shouldn’t
use a modest tax. Environmental policy should be ambitious enought, assurimg
the environmental quality that compensates the cost disadvantage of a higher
emission tax.

1. Introduction
The pollution damages on health and quality of life is one of the main concerns in
industrialized regions. The empirical literature has extensively documented the effect of air
pollution on the rates of heart decease, stroke and lung cancer (Ebenstein et al., 2015, 2017;
He et al., 2020). Despite that, pollution exceeds safe air quality standards for many reported
cities in China (Khanna et al, 2021), Europe (Environmental European Agency-EEA, 2020)
and US (United States Environmental Protection Agency- EPA, 2021).
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People’s dislike of pollution explains a substantial portion of the wage gap between
cities (Khanna et al, 2021) and the workers exodus in highly polluted cities (Chen et al,
2017; AFP news 2019; Yale Insights, 2021). Severe pollution can induce workers to relocate
from productive to unproductive regions (Khanna et al, 2021). Then, acknowledging that
the effects of pollution on health deserves the interest of the academia, ignoring labor
mobility underestimates the overall consequences of pollution on an economy’s prosperity.
Pollution control, coupled with policies facilitating migration, has the potential to bring
about economic gains.
People jointly choice where to work and where to live (Heblich et al.2021). They take into
account both, the wage gains and the amenities, or disamenities like pollution (Lakagos et al,
2018), in the destination locality. Fontenla et al (2019) find that the average household needs
to be compensated by approximately US$ 1007.54 per year to tolerate a 1 µg/m3 increase in
pollution. Companies in China reportedly offer up to 20% wage premiums to induce workers
to relocate to polluted productive cities (AFP news 2019). This phenomenon is not new.
Bairoch (1991) observes that migration toward city associated with the industrialization
process of England, was accompanied by urban excess of death and appalling life conditions.
Williamson (1985) and Brown (1990) find also that a large part of the raise in wage in
factories, during industrialization, appears to be explained as compensation for poor working
and living conditions. Nowadays, the Covid-19 pandemy worsens the problem. Workers are
reluctant to return to the agglomerated city centers and prefer remote work (New York
Times, 2021), which has negative consequences for the city business (restaurants, shops,
etc.).
An efficient location of the labor force is essential for the economic prosperity then,
pollution control policies should play a key role in the economic development. However,
environmental quality regulations often take a back seat to other priorities. The European
air quality health standards for key pollutants such as particulate matter, nitrogen dioxide
and ozone, from transportation and industry, are exceeded in some central and eastern European countries, where regulations are less stringent (EEA, 2020). On the other hand, the
European Green deal aims to ”protect, conserve and enhance the EU’s natural capital, and
protect the health and well-being of citizens from environment-related risks and impacts”
(European Commission, 2019). The set of announced measures may have some negative ef-
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fects on the short run, which are thought to be compensated by better living conditions and
economic prosperity in the future. In this paper we ask about the theoretical foundations
of this assumption.
We build a model to study the spatial relocation of workers and firms between two
regions, if local environmental pollution is taken into account, together with wages and
prices. People consume goods produced locally and abroad, so trade costs interfere with
the relocation decision. Workers and firms jointly migrate, as in the Core-periphery model
by Krugman (1991), which is extended to consider polluting firms and pollution aversion
households. Pollution accumulates on the environment and is partially removed by the own
nature and, also, by pollution abatement activities, supported by emission taxes on firms.
In the short run, agglomeration externalities make wages higher in the bigger region. and
in the region with the lower environmental tax. As we move to the long run, the higher
nominal wage and the higher number of industrial varieties available in the larger region
attract more population which further increases the market size and the incentives to inmigrate. However, pollution dynamics would counteract these agglomerative forces and
would play in favor of the dispersion of population in the long-run. Our model has all the
effects of the New Economic Geography (NEG) models: market size effect, price index effect
and competition effect. Pollution boosts a new effect, the pollution effect, which does not
have any consequence in the short-run but, as time goes by, its dynamics causes long-run
impacts on the spatial economic activity distribution.
We find that population tend to evenly distribute between the two regions as the openness of trade increases. For high trade costs, however, population could be partly agglomerated in one of the regions, with high wages and high pollution levels. As openness of trade
increases, the advantages of living in the bigger region lose strength and population tend
to disperse, wages become alike and pollution levels prone to be in balance between the
two regions. If both regions apply the same environmental policy, the transition between
agglomeration to dispersion takes place smoothly. However, if one of the regions applies a
higher tax, the pollution-haven effect arises, encouraging firms to move to the region with
laxer environmental regulations. In the beginning, the firms drain will take place smoothly
till the size of the market falls under a threshold. From that level on, a sudden change occurs
since the majority of the firms will find more profitable to relocate in the region with the
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lowest tax. However, a higher tax implies lower net emissions (discounting abatement) and
a better long-run environmental quality, so the sudden change could occur in the reversed
direction with the majority of the people moving to the region with better environmental
quality. We prove that the final outcome depends on the relative size of taxes.
A higher environmental tax in one of the regions causes a lose of competitiveness and
lower wages, encouraging population and firms to move away (pollution haven effect). However, the region with higher tax, has lower net emissions (discounting abatement) and, as
time goes by, enjoys a less polluted environment (pollution aversion effect). The final result
depends on the strength of these opposing forces and their speed. We prove that, for having
an industrialized green economy, a weak environmental policy is not suitable. That is, if one
of the regions slightly increases the emission tax above its counterpart, the environmental
recovery may be not enough to compensate the reductions in wages and firms profits. It can
cause a population drain to the region with the lower tax, which becomes into a pollution
haven. If an intermediate tax is set, the pollution haven will arise for high values of transport costs, when the advantage of being in the larger region prevails. However, given that
openness of trade weakens the Home market effect, for low trade costs, the greener region
will end up having a larger share of the population and industry. Finally, if environmental
policy is ambitious, the possibility of a pollution haven is completely dismissed and the
greener economy ends up with the highest share of population and industry.
There have been some attempts to deal with environmental pollution in NEG models.
Pflüger (2001) focuses on the case of two governments that choose an emission tax and that
face a local and instantaneous pollution which hurts utility and production. He shows that
governments choose inefficiently low (high) taxes if the importance of emissions in production is small (large) relative to transport costs and the mark-up. However, the marginal
disutility of pollution does not play a key role in his results. Zeng and Zhao (2009) address
the problem of pollution damage on production and demonstrate that a pollution haven
may not arise if environmental regulation is slightly more stringent in the larger country.
Ishikawa and Okubo (2017) also consider an instantaneous pollution, but they focus on a
different problem: transboundary pollution. They develop an asymmetric economic geography model with relocation of capital where only the larger country imposes an emission
tax (or quota). All these papers do not consider the households joint decision on where
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to work and where to live, since they assume that the production factor owners are not
required to live in the region in which their factors are employed. This assumption makes
the models unable to explain the observed wage premiums in polluted cities. Contrary, van
Marrewijk (2005) assumes that pollution emissions hurt welfare and skilled labor moves to
the region where the welfare is higher, taking into account both the real salary and the polluting emissions. This study focuses on discussing the stability of either full agglomeration
or symmetric spreading across the two regions. Lange and Quaas (2007) go further and
find that local pollution explains partial agglomeration and the smooth transition between
stable symmetric spreading and stable full agglomeration. They do not consider options for
environmental policy, as we do. Elber and Withagen (2004), in a similar model, introduce
emission taxes and solve the policy game between both regions. They compare the Nash
equilibrium with the socially optimum symmetric distribution. Forslid et al (2017) and
Rieber and Tran (2009) investigate also the consequences of global pollution and environmental regulations or tax competition. However, to the best of our knowledge, this branch
of the literature has not taken into account pollution dynamics and the limited recovery
ability of nature. It is assumed that environmental quality adjust instantaneously to its
long-run value and that the natural speed of recovery does not play any role. According to
the mainstream of the environmental economics literature, this assumption is not realistic
and may drive to wrong conclusions. Our model reconciles new environmental economic
geography literature with the most accepted assumption of the traditional environmental
economics.
We assume that pollution is a stock that accumulates on the local environment and is
partially removed by nature and by abatement activities. The stability of an homogeneous
distribution of population between the two regions needs a high enough natural pollution
absorption rate to counteract the speed of the NEG agglomerative forces. Low absorption
rates would make the symmetric distribution unstable for a wide range of trade openness,
favoring the appearance of cyclic behaviors. The existence of circular migrations in accordance with the 2011 report of the European Migration Network and, in some cases it is due
to environmental issues (Poner referencias de contaminación).
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the model. In section 3 studies the
dynamic processes taking place in the long-run. Section 4 presents the equilibria and their
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stability if both regions apply the same environmental tax and Section 5 when the environmental policy differs between the two regions. In Section 6 we analyze the consequences of
increasing the tax and Section 7 concludes.

2. The model
The model is a variant on the well known core-periphery Krugman‘s model (1991) in
the New Economic Geography (NEG) literature. There are two regions j = 1, 2 and an
increasing-returns production sector that can be located in either region. The industrial
sector need labor and pollution emissions to produce manufactures. Pollutants accumulate
in the local environment which has a limited regeneration ability. The stock of pollution
hurts households welfare and firms pay taxes for polluting. Population migration and pollution dynamics interact.

2.1. Households
Households seek to maximize their utility, which takes the form of a nested Cobb-Douglas
(across sectors) and CES (over the varieties) used in the original Krugman model (1991).
Thus, a representative household in region 1 solves the following consumption problem:1
with γ ∈ (0, 1)
max U1 = CM1 Z1−γ
Z n1
Z n2
s.t. w1 =
c1i p1i di +
c2i p2i τ di

c1i ,c2i

0

CM1 =
0

n1

(2)

0

and
Z

(1)

Z

σ−1
σ

c1i di +

0

n2

σ−1
σ

c2i di



σ
σ−1

(3)

where CM1 is a consumption index of industrial goods with σ > 1; cji is the consumption of
variety i produced in region j (j = 1, 2); nj are the number of varieties existing in region j;
w1 is the income per household in region 1; pji is the price of the variety i of the industrial
good produced in region j; τ > 1 is the iceberg transport cost that consumers in region
1 have to pay to import industrial goods from region 2; and finally, Z1 is the stock of
1

For the sake of simplicity, we have removed the agricultural sector from the original Krugman model.

This implies that, among the traditional NEG forces, the market size effect always dominates the competition
effect.
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pollution in region 1, that negatively affects households utility. The same problem is solved
by household in region 2.
From the first order conditions of the maximization problem (1)-(2), the following demand functions are obtained:

 −σ

p2i τ −σ
p1i
w1
, c2i = CM1
with CM1 =
c1i = CM1
P1
P1
P1

Z
P1 =
0

n1

p1−σ
1i di

Z

n2

(p2i τ )

+

1−σ

 1
1−σ
di

(4)

(5)

0

Mirror-image formulas hold for households in region 2. In this case, demand for each variety
depends on the income and price index of region 2 (w2 and P2 ).

2.2. Industrial Sector
A firm in the industrial sector employs labor lxji to produce industrial goods according
to the production function
xji = β lxji − f

α

e1−α
ji ,

0<α<1

(6)

where eji are the polluting emissions.2 The β > 0 is a productivity parameter and f is a
fixed cost. Note that if α = 1, the production function (6) is the same as the one proposed
by Krugman (1980, 1991), which involves a constant marginal cost and a fixed cost, giving
rise to economies of scale. If α ∈ (0, 1) labor productivity lower when greener technology.
The firm profits are
πji = pj xji − wj lxji − κj eji
where κj is the emission tax in region j.
It is assumed that there are a large number of manufacturing firms, each producing a
single product in monopolistic competition (Dixit and Stiglitz, 1977). Given the definition
of the manufacturing aggregate (3), the elasticity of demand facing any individual firm is
−σ. Then, the profit-maximizing behavior of a representative firm in region j leads to the
2

As in Stokey (1998), we assume that emmisions increase production.
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following price and level of emissions,
 w α  κ 1−α
σ
j
j
≡ pji =
β(σ − 1) α
1−α

1 − α wj
=
lxji − f for j = 1, 2.
α κj

pj
eji

(7)
(8)

Comparing the prices of representative products in (7), we have
p≡

p1
= wα κ1−α
p2

(9)

with w = w1 /w2 and κ = κ1 /κ2 . Because there is free entry in the industrial sector, a firm’s
profits must equal zero. Using this condition and (7), it is obtained that
α

xj

≡ xji = f β(σ − 1)α (1 − α)

lxj

≡ lxji = f [1 + α(σ − 1)]

1−α



wj
κj

1−α
(10)
(11)

The aggregate labor employed in the industrial sector of region j is Lj = nj lxj . Then, the
number of firms in each region and pollutant emissions are
nj =

Lj
,
f (1 + α(σ − 1))

Ej = nj ej =

(1 − α) (σ − 1) Lj wj
1 + α(σ − 1) κj

There exists a regional authority that collects taxes, at a rate κj , to support pollution
abatement activities (carbon sequestration) in that region, Aj = κj Ej , j = 1, 2,
Aj = κj Ej = ρLj wj where ρ =

(1 − α) (σ − 1)
1 + α(σ − 1)

2.3. Short-run equilibrium
In the short-run equilibrium, households maximize their utility, firms maximize their
profits, there is free entry in the market and market clearing conditions holds for industrial
goods. Trade is balanced if and only if the region 1 expenditure on manufactures from region
2 equals the region 2 expenditure on manufactures from region 1. Then, if we assume that
L1 + L2 = 1 and we name L = L1 , we have that n2 c12 p2 τ Lw = n1 c21 p1 τ (1 − L), where cjk
is the good produced in region k and consumed in region j. Taking into account (4) and (5)
and their correspondings in region 2, we have that
n1 p1−σ
n2
Y2 −
Y1 = 0
1−σ
1−σ
n1 p
φ + n2
n1 p
+ n2 φ
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(12)

where Yj is the region j income and φ ≡ τ 1−σ , with φ ∈ (0, 1) , is an index of the openness
of trade. From now on we shall assume that the wage rate in region 2 is the numerary,
then Y1 = Lw and Y2 = (1 − L). Taking into account (9) in (12) we can conclude that this
equation has a unique positive solution for w as a function of φ, κ and L. The following
proposition shows how these parameters affect w.
Proposition 1. An increment in population in one country will raise the relative wage.
Moreover, if one of the countries increases relatively its environmental fiscal policy, the
relative wage rate decreases, that is3
∂w Tabuchi ∂w
As in Helpman (1998), Plüger and
> 0 and (2010),
< 0 and Martı́nez-Garcı́a and Morales
(13)
∂L
∂κ
(2019), an increment in population in one region will raise the wage in that region. That
is, the market size effect dominates over the market crowding effect, and this is due to the
absence of a non-footloose population. Contrary, increments in environmental taxes will
reduce wages.
However, as we move from the short-run to the long-run, some other features should
be taken into account. Workers are not interested in nominal wages but in real wages
and they will migrate to the region with the highest welfare, which depends on the stock
of pollution. Meanwhile, as population increases the emission of pollutants to the local
environment increases. These two interdependent dynamic processes are explained in the
following section.
2.4. Population and pollution dynamics
Workers are mobile between regions and choose to migrate if they gain in terms of
individual welfare from doing so. As is usual in NEG models, population reallocation
follows the following dynamics,4

L̇ = L (1 − L)

V1
−1
V2



where Vj is the indirect utility, obtained by taking into account (2) in (1),
 
wj −γ
V1
P2 Z1 −γ
Vj =
Z , j = 1, 2 and
=w
Pj j
V2
P1 Z2
3
4

(14)

(15)

The proof is in the appendix B
In Fujita et al. (2001) L̇ = L(V1 − V̄ ) where V̄ = LV1 + (1 − L)V2 is the weighted average of indirect

utilities. A simple manipulation derives that L̇ = L(1 − L)(V1 − V2 ), which is equivalent to (14) if we divide
by V2 .
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where wj /Pj is the real salary. Pollution in a region Zj accumulates by local emissions,
Ej , which are partially absorbted by the natural environment, at a rate µ ∈ (0, 1), and by
pollution abatement activities, carried out by the local authorities. That is,
Żj = Ej − µZj − Aj

j = 1, 2

(16)

The pollution is purely local, such as certain kinds of emissions from traffic and factories.
Then, the joint dynamics of both stocks of pollution and population between the two regions
is driven by
L̇ = L(1 − L) w

σ
α+ σ−1

κ(1−α)



Z1
Z2

!

−γ

−1


(1 − α)(σ − 1)
1 − κ1
wL − µZ1 with ρ =
= ρ
κ1
1 + α(σ − 1)


1 − κ2
= ρ
(1 − L) − µZ2
κ2

(17)



Ż1
Ż2

(18)
(19)

where w is defined implicitly by equation (12). There exit two agglomeration equilibria, one
with L = 1 and other with L = 0, that are unstable, as it is proved in Proposition 22 in the
appendix B. Additionally, there may coexist interior equilibria (with 0 < L < 1) whenever
some conditions are satisfied (Propositions 2 and 6 below).

3. Both regions implement the same environmental policy
In this section we study the dynamics of the three variables L, Z1 and Z2 and the
existence and stability of equilibria when both regions apply the same tax on emissions.,
that is, κ1 = κ2 = κ̊ ∈ (0, 1). In this case there always exists an interior symmetric
equilibrium, given by
1 ρ 1 − κ̊
1
and w∗ = 1,
L∗ = , Z1∗ = Z2∗ =
2
2 µ κ̊

(20)

for any value of openness of trade φ ∈ (0, 1), and two additional interior non-symmetric
equilibria, if the conditions of the following proposition are satisfied.5
Proposition 2. The symmetric equilibrium (20) is the only interior equilibrium for any
value of openness of trade φ if the following condition is satisfied.
γ ≥ γ̄ =

5

σ + α(σ − 1)
2(σ − 1)(1 + α(σ − 1))

The proofs of the propositions in this section are presented in the Appendix B.
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(21)

If (21) is not satisfied there exit two additional interior equilibria, one of them with L > 1/2
and other with L < 1/2 whenever
φ < φ̂ = 1 −

2γ(σ − 1)(1 + α(σ − 1))
∈ [0, 1)
σ + α(σ − 1)

(22)

There is a positive one-to-one relation between the equilibium values of L and w.
If φ ≥ φ̂, the only interior equilibrium is the symmetric one.
The symmetric equilibrium represents an homogeneous distribution of the economic
activity between the two regions, equal salaries and the same levels of pollution. At the
non-symetric equilibria we have that L > 1/2 if and ony if w > 1, which means that the
region with the highest wage will be the most populated and polluted one.6 The following
proposition gives conditions for the stability of such a egalitarian equilibrium.
Proposition 3. If γ > γ̄ the symmetric equilibrium is locally stable for any value of openness of trade φ whenever
µ > µ̄ =

σ + α(σ − 1)
(σ − 1)(1 + 2α(σ − 1))

(23)

If µ < µ̄ the symmetric equilibrium is locally stable if and only if
φ > φ̃ =

(σ − 1)[α − µ(1 + 2α(σ − 1))] + σ
>0
(µ + α)(σ − 1) + σ

(24)

If φ reduces below φ̃ the symmetric equilibrium becomes unstable and there is a Hopf bifurcation. That is, if φ < φ̃ cycles arise.7
Therefore, if γ > γ̄ but µ < µ̄, the symmetric equilibrium is locally stable whenever
transport costs are low enough. This prominence of transport costs is not new in NEG
models. What is new in our model is the role played by the absortion rate of pollution, µ,
and the welfare damage of pollution, measured by γ. The following proposition studies the
stability of the equilibria if γ < γ̄. That is, when, in addition to the symmetric equilibrium,
there exit two more equilibria.
Proposition 4. If γ < γ̄ and pollution is absorbed at a high rate, that is
µ > µ(γ) ≡

γ (σ + α(σ − 1))
(α − γ)(σ − 1) + σ

(25)

the symmetric equilibrium is locally stable if and only if φ > φ̂. If 0 < φ < φ̂ the additional
two interior non-symmetric equilibria are locally stable.
6
7

The level of pollution at the equilibria are calculated with (26)
See propositions 24 and 25 in Appendix B Completar
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However, if γ < γ̄ and the pollution absorption rate µ is not so high, that is, if (25) is
not satisfied, periodic solutions arise for some values of φ, as it is enunciated in the following
proposition.
Proposition 5. If γ < γ̄ and µ < µ(γ), there exists a value for the openness of trade φ̆,
such that those equilibria nearer to agglomeration are locally stable if openness of trade is
low (φ < φ̆ < φ̂) and the symmetric equilibrium is locally stable if and only if (φ > φ̃ > φ̂).
For intermediate values of openness of trade, φ̆ < φ < φ̃, the interior steady states are
unstable and cycles arise.

According to the previous propositions, the space of parameters γ and µ can be partitioned in four regions, as it is shown if Figure 1.
l.O

¡:¡:::::::::::::::::::::::I:::::::::::::::::::::r=:=::::::::::;:!:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::¡:¡
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High environmentalfriendly society
High rate of
pollution absorption
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Low environmental-friendly
society
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0.4
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Low environmentalfriendly society

0.2
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absorption

Low rate of pollution
absorption

º·ºt.::::=========::::'.I======:::::ij
o.o

0.2
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Figure 1: Four different dynamic behaviours depending on the values of γ and µ ( α = 0.66, σ = 2.5)

Propositions 2 and 4 establish that if γ and µ are in Region LH, that is, we have low
environmental-friendly societies (γ < γ̄) but high enough natural rate of pollution absorption (µ > µ(γ)), there exit two branches of equilibria: a horizontal branch of symmetric
equilibria for any value of φ, and a tilted U-shaped branch of stable partly agglomerated
equilibria whenever φ < φ̂ (Figure 2(a)).8 The tilted U-shaped branch of equilibria converges to the symmetric equilibrium at φ̂, where the even distribution of population achieves
8

Diagrams in Figure 2 represent the steady state values of L for any value of φ. The continuous line

means stable equilibria whereas a discontinue line means instability. These diagrams are called bifurcation
diagrams.
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(a)

Región LH:γ < γ̄; µ > µ(γ).

(b)

α = 0.5, µ = 0.5, σ = 4, γ = 0.2

(c)

Región HH: γ ≥ γ̄, µ ≥ µ̄.
α = 0.5, µ = 0.5, σ = 4, γ = 0.4

Región LL:γ < γ̄, µ < µ(γ).

(d)

α = 0.2, µ = 0.23, σ = 4, γ = 0.275

Región HL:γ ≥ γ̄, µ < µ̄.
α = 0.5, µ = 0.25, σ = 4, γ = 0.4

Figure 2: Stability of the long run equilibria if κ1 = κ2

its stability. Then, when trade costs are high, the Market home effect prevails and high real
salaries compensate pollution damages on welfare, as openness of trade increases, population will smoothly leave the agglomerated region and will tend to evenly distribute between
the two regions and salaries become equal. Region LL represents low environmental-friendly
societies and low natural rate of pollution absorption (γ < γ̄, µ < µ(γ)). In this scenario,
according to propositions 2 and 5, population will be highly concentrated in one of the
regions if openness of trade is low, or equally distributed for high values of openness of
trade (Figure 2(c)). For intermediate values of φ, the interior steady states are unstable
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and cycles arise. As openness of trade increases, population will smoothly tend to an even
distribution between the two regions, although following a cyclic behavior. Contrary, if
the parameters represent the most favorable situation, that is, they are in region HH, high
environmental-friendly societies and a high rate of environmental recovery (γ > γ̄, µ > µ̄),
population will be homogeneously distributed between the two regions at local stable equilibria for any value of transport costs (Figure 2(b)). Finally, in region HL (γ > γ̄ and µ < µ̄)
the unique symmetric interior equilibrium losses its stability for low values of openness of
trade and cyclic behaviors appear (Propositions 2 and 3).

4. The pollution effect on the transitional dynamics
The core-periphery model presented in this paper has all the effects of the traditional
NEG models: market size effect, price index effect and competition effect. The incorporation
of the pollution dynamics into the analysis arouses a new effect: the pollution effect, which
does not have any consequence in the short-run but has a long-run impact on the spatial
economic activity distribution and on the transitional dynamics.
Note that, if population were fixed at the level L, as time goes, the stocks of pollution
would approach, at a rate µ, to their globally stable equilibria:
Z1∗ =

ρ 1 − κ1
Lw,
µ κ1

Z2∗ =

ρ 1 − κ2
(1 − L)
µ κ2

(26)

An increment in population in one region will raise the local stock of pollution at the
equilibrium. These changes in the pollution stocks will not have any effect in the short run
(Zj , j = 1, 2 do not appear in the balance trade equation (12)).9 However, in the long run,
if Z1 /Z2 increases, the indirect utility would be higher in region 2 than in region 1 and
population will tend to migrate to that region, according to (17). The dynamic behavior of
pollution will act as a dispersion force. Meanwhile, the increase in population of region 1
will rise nominal wages (Proposition 1) and the varieties of industrial goods available in that
region (which reduces the price index), reinforcing population agglomeration. The long-run
9

The pollution effect that arises in this model differs from the resource effect in Martı́nez-Garcı́a and

Morales (2019) in that pollution does not have any effect in the short run, while resource scarsity has an
inmediate effect on prices and salaries. Both environmental related effects have long-run consequences.
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outcome will be the result of the interaction of these agglomeration and the dispersion
forces, and both, their strength and speed, are important.
Note that if pollution absorption rate µ is high, there always exit stable interior equilibria
for any value of transport costs (as in regions LH and HH in Figure 1). However, if the
natural rate of pollution absorption µ is low (as in regions LL and HL), the interior equilibria
loose their stability for some values of openness of trade and periodic behaviors arise. To
grasp the intuition behind the role of the pollution effect and its speed (µ) we look at the
stability conditions of an interior equilibrium, which comes from Propositions 3 and 4 :10
∂ L̇
∂ L̇ ∂Z1∗
∂ L̇ ∂Z2∗
+
+
<0
∂L ∂Z1 ∂L
∂Z2 ∂L

(27)

∂ Żj
∂ L̇
<µ=
, j = 1, 2
∂L
∂Zj

(28)

The first term ∂ L̇/∂L summarizes the main forces of the standard NEG models: competition, home market and price index effects. Since w is implicitly defined by the balanced
trade equation (12), we have that, at an interior equilibrium
∂ L̇ ∂w
∂ L̇
=
>0
∂L
∂w ∂L

(29)

which is positive according to Proposition 1. However, pollution dynamics also play a key
role in the long run (second and third terms of (27)). If a firm moves from region 2 towards
region 1, the long-run stock of pollution will decrease in the former and increase in the later
(∂Z2∗ /∂L < 0 and ∂Z1∗ /∂L > 0). Environmental quality improves at region 2. So, pollution
dynamics would counteract the traditional agglomerative forces and would play in favor
of the dispersion of population. However, the values of Zj do not adjust instantaneously
to their long-run values Zj∗ , and expression (28) imposes an additional condition on the
“speed” of the adjustment. According to (28) the pollution in each region has to adjust to
their long-run levels faster than the agglomeration process driven by the traditional NEG
10

Let JL be the Jacobian matrix of the linearized dynamic system (17)-(19), at an interior equilibrium

(equation (39) in the Appendix B), then −µ is an eigenvalue and, after some manipulations,


∂ L̇
∂ L̇ ∂Z1∗
∂ L̇ ∂Z2∗
∂ L̇
2
|JL | = µ
+
+
, tr(JL ) =
− 2µ
∂L
∂Z1 ∂L
∂Z2 ∂L
∂L
Equilibria stability requieres |JL | < 0 and tr(JL ) + µ < 0.
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effect. Since the agglomeration forces weaken as φ increases, a higher rate of pollution
absorption, µ, makes dispersion feasible for a wider range of trade openness.
According to conditions (27)-(28), Figure 3 shows the dynamic quality of the symmetric
equilibium for some specific values of the parameters. As it is shown, different dynamic
behaviours can arise in the regions of the space (γ, µ). The pollution absortion rate and
the pollution damage on welfare have a key role on the transitional dynamics towards the
equilibirum. Figure 4 illustrates the different behaviors that can arise depending on the
relative strength and speed of the agglomerative forces and the dispersion ones. Similar
behaviors could appear around any other interior equilibrium.

Figure 3: Behaviour arround the symmetric equilibrium. α = 0.5, σ = 7, φ = 0.3

As we can see in Figure 4, if γ is too low (e.g. γ = 0.1), condition (27) is never
satisfied, because the dispersion force of the pollution (∂ L̇/∂Zj ) is extremely weak. Then,
the symmetric equilibrium is unstable and the dynamic behavior of the model is as depicted
in Figure 4(a). If conditions (27) and (28) are fulfilled with a low-medium preference for
a clean environment (e.g. γ = 0.25), the dynamic of population (17) is little sensitive to
variations in the pollution stocks. This translates in slow changes in the long-run levels Z1∗
and Z2∗ defined in (26). If the speed of adjustment of the pollution is high enough (e.g.
µ = 0.8) then (28) holds and Z1 and Z2 will approach to their long-run levels without any
oscillations (Figure 4(b)). However, if conditions (27) and (28) are fulfilled with a higher
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(a) Saddle point: γ = 0.1, µ = 0.8

(b) Stable node: γ = 0.25, µ = 0.8

(c) Stable focus: γ = 0.6, µ = 0.8

(d) Stable cycle: γ = 0.6, µ = 0.15

Figure 4: Transtional dynamics around the symmetric equilibrium with α = 0.66, σ = 2.5, φ = 0.3????
, κ1 = κ2 = 0.5, L(0) = 0.51, Zi (0) = Zi∗ , i = 1, 2. The bue line represents the values of L, the orange line
the rate Z1 /(Z1 + Z2 ) and the red dashed line represents Z1∗ /(Z1∗ + Z2∗ ), being these variables defined in (26)

value of γ (e.g. γ = 0.6) population dynamics will be very sensitive to changes in the
pollution levels. In this case, L moves at high speed, making Z1∗ and Z2∗ change quickly.
If µ remains at the same level as before (µ = 0.8), the pollution stocks may have not yet
converged to their long-run levels when L reaches the value 1/2 (very quickly because of
the high γ). Thus, population pass through 1/2, “overreacting”. Eventually, because µ is
high enough ((28) holds), pollution stocks will reach their respective long-run levels, and
population will oscillate until it converges to L = 1/2 (Figure 4(c)). Finally, if γ is high
but µ is low such that condition (28) does not hold (e.g. γ = 0.6 and µ = 0.15), then the
dynamic of population react strongly to changes in the pollution stocks, pulling the long-run
levels, Z1∗ and Z2∗ . As before, due to the high γ, L reaches 1/2 before the pollution stocks
reach their long-run values. However, since now the speed of adjustment of the pollution,
µ, is slow, the stocks, Z1 and Z2 , never approach sufficiently to Z1∗ and Z2∗ . In this case,
cycles arise around the symmetric equilibrium (Figure 4(d)).
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5. One of the regions increases unilaterally the environmental tax
In this section we study the long-run spatial distribution of population and firms if the
environmental policy differs between the two regions.11 If region 1 imposes a higher tax
than region 2, κ becomes higher than 1. If this is the case, the interior equilibrium is no
longer symmetric, as it was in (20). However, there always exit non-symmetric interior
equilibria, as it is proven in the following proposition.
Proposition 6. If γ ≥ γ̄ there exists a unique interior equilibrium L for each value of
φ ∈ (0, 1), which forms a branch of equilibria that decreases (increases) as openness of trade
increases if κ̄ < κ1−φ̂ (κ̄ > κ1−φ̂ ) with
κ̄ = κ2(1−α)(σ−1) and κ =

1 − κ2 1−α
+1
κ γ
1 − κ1

(30)

Contrary, if γ < γ̄, there exists a value φ̂κ ∈ (0, 1) such that the interior equilibrium is
unique if φ > φ̂κ , and there exit three interior equilibria if φ ≤ φ̂κ . That is, there exist a
monotonous branch of equilibria for each value of φ ∈ (0, 1) which is decreasing (increasing)
if κ̄ < κ1−φ̂ (κ̄ > κ1−φ̂ ) and a second tilted U-shaped branch of equilibria that goes from
φ = 0 to φ = φ̂κ < 1 This secondary branch will be below (above) the monotonous branch if
κ̄ < κ1−φ̂ (κ̄ > κ1−φ̂ ).
Figures 5 and 6 show the bifurcation diagrams of the equilibria. Note that κ̄ = κ1−φ̂ if
and only if κ = 1 as it was in the section 3. If κ > 1 then κ̄ > 1 and κ > 1.
It is worth highlighting that, contrary to the case of equal environmental policy in section
3, if the regions levy different environmental taxes, the region with the highest wage could
not be the most populated one. That is, population could be willing to accept a lower wage
in exchange of a better environmental quality. This is proved in the following proposition.
Proposition 7. If the environmental tax in region 1 is above the tax in region 2 such that
κ̄ > κ1−φ̂ , the long-run equilbria have a level of pollution Z1 lower than Z2 and the wage
in region 1 is lower than in region 2, for any value of transport costs, if γ ≥ γ̄. These
properties are also satisfied by the equilibria on the monotonous branch if γ < γ̄ Moreover,
whenever taxes are in region R+ , if γ ≥ γ̄, more than half of population and firms is in
region 1 and the rest is in region 2. 12
Therefore, if the environmental policy is ambitious, there are equilibria where the region
with the highest environmental quality is the most populated one, despite the lowest wage.
11
12

The proofs of the proposisions in this section are presented in the Appendix B
Region R+ is defined in Definition 30 in the Appendix C and depicted in Figure 7.
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This result justifies the qualified workers exodus in highly polluted cities in China, India
and Pakistan, and the wage premiums to inducee workers to move in these cities.
Proposition 8. If γ > γ̄ and µ > µ̄, the unique interior equilibrium for a given φ ∈ (0, 1)
is locally stable. If µ < µ̄ there exists a value φ̃κ ∈ (0, 1) such that the stability remains
if transport costs are low enough, that is, φ > φ̃κ . If φ reduces below φ̃κ the equilibrium
becomes unstable.13

In the case of an environmental friendly society (γ > γ̄) the stability properties of the
interior equilibria are quite similar to the case of regions with the same environmental policy,
in section 3. The only difference is related to wages parity and population inequality. If
κ̄ < κ1−φ̂ , the branch of equilibria decreases as openness of trade increases ( Figure 6 b) and
d)). That is, the share of population and salaries in region 1 are higher than in region 2 if
high transport costs and their shares decrease as openness of trade increases. If κ̄ > κ1−φ̂ ,
the wage in region 2 is higher than in region 1 for any value of transport costs and, as
transport costs reduce, the difference between salaries reduces and the rate of population
increases (Figure 5 b) and d)). If households are not so concerned about pollution ( γ < γ̄)
we have the following proposition.
Proposition 9. If γ < γ̄ there exists a curve µκ (γ) such that14
i) if µ > µκ (γ) then the equilibria on the monotonous branch are stable for all φ ∈ (0, 1)
and there exists a value φ̃κ such that the equilibria on the tilted U-shaped branch nearer
to agglomeration are locally stable if φ < φ̃κ and the remainder are unstable.
ii) if µ < µκ (γ) and φ low enough, the equilibria near to agglomeration (either on the
monotonous or the tilted U-shaped branch) are locally stable. If φ is high enough the
equilibrium is locally stable.

If both regions perform the same environmental policy (section 3) the transition from
agglomeration (if high transport costs) to dispersion (when low transport costs) is smooth
(Figure 2, graphs (a) and (c)). However, or different ones (Proposition 9), population and
wages will tend to evenly distribute between the two regions as openness of trade increases.
However, according to the Propositions 6 and 9, if the emission tax differs between the two
regions, transition could take place abruptly, with sudden jumps in population and wages
if φ surpasses a critical level (Figures 5 and 6, graphs (a) and (c)).
13
14

See proposition 27 in the appendix B
By propositions 27 and 28 in the Appendix B
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According to the previous propositions, the two-dimensional space of parameters (γ, µ)
can, again, be partitioned in four regions as in Figure 1. Figures 5 and 6 present the
bifurcation diagrams that can be obtained if κ̄ < κ1−φ̂ and if κ̄ > κ1−φ̂ .

Región LH: γ < γ̄, µ ≥ µκ (γ).

Región HH: γ ≥ γ̄, µ ≥ µ̄.

(a) α = 0.4, σ = 3.2, µ = 0.6, γ = 0.35,

(b) α = 0.34, σ = 4.2, µ = 0.5, γ = 0.5,

κ1 = 0.6, κ2 = 0.5

κ1 = 0.7, κ2 = 0.43

Región LL: γ < γ̄, µ < µκ (γ).

Región HL: γ ≥ γ̄, µ < µ̄.

(c) α = 0.4, σ = 3.2, µ = 0.25, γ = 0.35,

(d) α = 0.34, σ = 4.2, µ = 0.4, γ = 0.5,

κ1 = 0.6, κ2 = 0.5

κ1 = 0.7, κ2 = 0.43

Figure 5: Existence and stability of the long run equilibria if κ1 > κ2 and κ̄ < κ1−φ̂

If region 1 has a larger tax than region 2, its suffers form a disadvantage in terms of
production costs. If κ̄ < κ1−φ̂ the environmental tax allows a much cleaner environment
in region 1 than in region 2 that compensates the cost disadvantage (that is so at the point
A in Figure 5(a)). However, if the market is large in region 2 and transport cost are high,
region 2 can retain a greater share of industry and population (as at the point C). At that
equilibrium firms can benefit from a lower tax and a larger market. As openness of trade
20

Región LH: γ < γ̄, µ ≥ µκ (γ).

Región HH: γ ≥ γ̄, µ ≥ µ̄.

(a) α = 0.4, σ = 3.2, µ = 0.6, γ = 0.35,

(b) α = 0.34, σ = 4.2, µ = 0.9, γ = 0.5,

κ1 = 0.6, κ2 = 0.3

κ1 = 0.4, κ2 = 0.21

Región LL:γ < γ̄, µ < µκ (γ)

Región HL: γ ≥ γ̄, µ < µ̄.

(c) α = 0.4, σ = 3.2, µ = 0.25, γ = 0.35,

(d) α = 0.34, σ = 4.2, µ = 0.4, γ = 0.5,

κ1 = 0.6, κ2 = 0.3

κ1 = 0.4, κ2 = 0.27

Figure 6: Existence and stability of the long run equilibria if κ1 > κ2 and κ̄ > κ1−φ̂

increases, agglomerative forces loose strength and firms will smoothly move to region 1
(transition from C to B). The transition is smooth till the market size falls below a critical
level (point B in Figure 5(a)) where a sudden change occurs. From that point onwards the
majority of population would find more profitable to move towards region 1, where they
could benefit from the combination of a large market, better environmental quality and
relative low transport cost. Contrary, if κ̄ > κ1−φ̂ , the environmental quality could not be
good enough to compensate for the cost disadvantage of having a higher tax (as it is at
point A in Figure 6(a)). However, if the market is large in region 1 and transport cost are
high, region 1 can retain a greater share of industry and population (as at the point C). As
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φ increases, exports become cheaper and the size of the market less relevant, population and
firms smoothly migrate to region 2 (transition from C to B), where they can benefit from
the combination of a large market, a lower tax, and relative low transport cost. The main
force preventing an abrupt delocation is the market size, but if φ surpasses a level (point
B), the market falls under a critical theshold and, from that point onwards, an sudden drain
of firms to region 2 occurs.
Figures 5 and 6 represent the steady states of population and their stability, depending
on the value of the openness of trade. The stable steady states can be either nodes or
focuses, and can also appear cycles, depending on the strength and speed of the pollution
effect. The rate of pollution absorption µ determines the transitional dynamics towards the
steady states, as it was in section 3.

6. No Half Measures
This last section is devoted to study which are the consequences of the implementation
of a weaker/stronger environmental policy on the long-run population spatial distribution.15
As pointed out, a higher environmental tax in one of the regions ( let´s say κ1 > κ2 ) causes a
lose of competitiveness, encouraging firms to move away (pollution haven effect). However,
the region with higher tax has lower net emissions (discounting abatement) and a lower
long-run stock of pollution (pollution aversion effect). Trade openness interacts with these
effects through the Home Market effect and final results depends on the strength of these
opposing forces.
The effect of increasing κ1 above the level of κ2 has different consequences on the spatial
distribution of population, depending on the level of pollution damage on welfare and how
taxes and transport costs interact. In order to evaluate these consequences we distinguish
+
four regions in the space 0 < κ2 < κ1 < 1, spatially distributed as R− 4 R−
4 R+ 4 R∗+ if
+
+
γ ≥ γ̄, and G− 4 G+
− 4 G 4 G∗ if γ < γ̄ (where 4 means below), as they are defined in

Definition 30 in the Appendix C. These regions are depicted in Figure 7, where
a1 =

15

ρ − γ (1 + ρ)
,
γ

a0 =

2σ − 1 1 − α − γ
,
γ 1 + 2α (σ − 1)

ar =

The proofs of the proposisions in this section are presented in the Appendix C
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ρ−γ
γ

(31)

with a1 < a0 ≤ ar if γ ≥ γ̄ and a1 < ar < a0 if γ < γ̄. Note that ai decreases if γ increases.
These values become negative for high values of γ, which makes some regions disappear (as
it is shown in Figure 8 in Appendix C).

(a) γ = 0.45, σ = 5 and α = 0.4

(b) γ = 0.55, σ = 5 and α = 0.4

+
Figure 7: (a)R− 4 R−
4 R+ 4 R∗+

+
+
(b)G− 4 G+
− 4 G 4 G∗

It is known that if γ ≥ γ̄ there exists a unique steady state for any value of openness
of trade (according to Proposition 6). The following proposition characterizes the stable
steady states that arise when κ1 increases above κ2 .
Proposition 10. In the case of a high environmental friendly society, that is, γ > γ̄, a
higher environmental tax in region 1 than in region 2 drives to equilibria characterized by
one of the following results:
i) if (κ1 , κ2 ) ∈ R− then the share of population is lower in region 1 than in region 2 for
any value of openness of trade. As openness of trade increases, the share of population
in region 1 increases and salaries in region 1 become closer to those in region 2.
+
ii) if (κ1 , κ2 ) ∈ R−
then the share of population is higher than in region 2 for high values
of openness of trade although for low openness of trade region 1 has a lower share
of population. As openness of trade increases, this share increases and the salaries
become closer (as in Figure 6(b) and (d)).
iii) if (κ1 , κ2 ) ∈ R+ then the share of population is higher than in region 2 for any value
of openness of trade and, as trade costs reduce, this share increases and the difference
between salaries in region 1 and 2 reduces.
iv) if (κ1 , κ2 ) ∈ R∗+ then the share of population is higher than in region 2 for any value
of openness of trade although, as trade costs reduce, this share and the rate of salaries
decrease(as in Figure 5(b) and (d)).
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If (κ1 , κ2 ) is in R− , the willingness for a cleaner environment is not enough to compensate
the disadvantage of a higher tax. If κ1 increases above κ2 , region 1 looses competitiveness
in favor of lower net emmisions. As κ1 increases this disadvantage for region 1 will be more
pronounced, lowering the share of population in region 1 while the distant between κ1 and κ2
is lower than a1 /(a1 + 1). As the Proposition 12 proves, in the case of low trade costs, when
agglomeration forces are weak, the benefits of a better environmental quality compensate
the fiscal effort and the share of population in region 1 starts to recover. Once κ1 achieves
+
region R−
the share of population in region 1 is higher than in region 2 if openness of trade

is high enough, that is, if aggolmeration forces are weak. If high trade costs, the distant
between both taxes should be even higher, higher than a0 /(a0 + 1). If κ1 arrive to R+ , any
further increment in the environmental tax will be beneficial for region 1. The high value of
κ1 allows low net emissions, making the environmental quality so high that, even when the
market size is strong (low φ), the willingness for living at the less polluted area overcomes
any cost disadvantage. This also have another interpretation: the high effort in abatement
implies a much cleaner environment, so region 1 can bear a larger number of polluting firms
without loosing its advantage. In this scenario, openness of trade goes in favor region 1,
increasing its share of industry and approaching salaries in both regions. If κ1 arrives to R∗+ ,
region 1 will ends up with the highest share of population and for any value of openness of
trade. In this case openness of trade works in favor of reducing inequalities (Figure 5(b,d)).
If γ < γ̄ there are two branches of equilibria such that, if φ > φ̂κ there exist a unique
equilibrium for any value of φ and, if φ < φ̂κ there exist three equilibria, two of them
partly agglomerated (either in region 1 or region 2). Independently of the value of µ, those
equilibria near agglomeration in region 1 or region 2 are stable for low values of openness
of trade and, for low trade costs, the unique equilibrium is stable. The size of the basin of
attraction of partly agglomerated equilibria depends on how much higher is κ1 than κ2 .16
Proposition 11. If the environmental damage on welfare is low, that is γ < γ̄, a higher
environmental tax in region 1 drives to steady states characterized by one of the following
results:
i) if (κ1 , κ2 ) ∈ G− then the share of industrial firms and population in region 1 is
lower than in region 2 for any value of openness of trade φ > φ̂κ . As openness of
16

The basin of atraction of an equilirium L is the region of initial values of L0 which drive the system to

the long run equilibrium L.
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trade increases, the share of industry in region 1 increases and the difference between
salaries in region 1 and in region 2 decreases. If φ < φ̂κ then the basin of attraction
of those equilibria partly agglomerated in region 1 is smaller than those concentrated
in region 2.
ii) if (κ1 , κ2 ) ∈ G+
− the scenario differs from i) in that the share of industrial firms and
population is higher than in region 2 for high values of openness of trade (see Figure
6 (a) and (c)).
iii) if (κ1 , κ2 ) ∈ G+ then the share of industrial firms and population in region 1 is higher
than in region 2 for any value of openness of trade φ > φ̂κ . As openness of trade
increases, the share of industry in region 1 decreases and the rate of salaries decreases.
If φ < φ̂κ then the basin of attraction of those equilibria partly agglomerated in region
1 is smaller than those in region 2.
iv) if (κ1 , κ2 ) ∈ G+
∗ the scenario differs from iii) in that the basin of attraction of those
equilibria partly agglomerated in region 1 is larger than those in region 2. (see Figure
5 (a) and (c)).
In the case of low environmentally friendly societies, γ < γ̄, the long run distribution
of population and firms if κ1 grows above κ2 are quite similar to the case of the previous
proposition. As before, the better scenario for region 1 is achieved when κ1 reaches the top
region G+
∗ where the share of population in region 1 is higher than in region 2 for any value
of openess of trade and a higher value of openness of trade φ widen interregional differences.
Moreover, the basin of attraction of those equilibria near agglomeration in region 1, for low
openness of trade, is greater than for those equilibria partly agglomerated in region 2. Due
to the lower net emissions, region 1 is so clean, compared to region 2, that the gains in
utility are large enough to offset even almost any cost disadvantage of having a higher tax.
As the following proposition shows, as κ1 increases, the share of population in region 1
reacts in a non-monotonous way. That is, population decrease or increase if κ1 is below or
above a thedhold.
Proposition 12. Fixed κ2 , if κ1 increases above κ2 and17
i) κ2 < κ1 < a1 /(1 + a1 ), then the share of population in region 1 decreases for low
trade costs till κ1 reaches the level a1 /(1 + a1 ). At this level onwards, with higher κ1
region 1 will start to recover population and firms for low trade costs, while the share
is reducing in region 2.
ii) κ2 < κ1 < a0 /(1 + a0 ) then the share of population in region 1, for high trade costs,
decreases (increases) till κ1 reaches the level a0 /(1 + a0 ) if γ ≥ γ̄ (if γ < γ̄). From
this level onwards, if high trade costs, with higher κ1 region 1 will recover (loose)
population and firms.
17

See proposition 32 in Appendix C
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Summing up, a weak environmental policy, that is, κ1 barely larger than κ2 , will produce
pollution heavens. When an intermediate tax is set, a pollution heaven will tend to arise
for high values of transport costs. For low values, however, the less polluted region will end
up having a larger share of the industry. And when region 1 adopts a strong environmental
policy, the possibility of a pollution heaven is totally dismissed if γ ≥ γ̄ and, for high enough
openess of trade, if γ < γ̄.

7. Concluding Remarks
We build a Core-periphery model to study the spatial distribution of population if the
local stock of pollution is taken into account together with prices and wages. Population is
freely mobile between the two regions and the pollution stock depends on the market size.
In the sort run, agglomerative forces make wages higher in the bigger region and in the
region with the lower environmental tax. However, as time flows, workers migrate to the
region with the highest welfare (highest real wages but also highest environmental quality).
The traditional NEG forces (market home, competition and price index effects) interact
with a new dispersion force: the pollution effect, whose relative strength and speed play a
key role in the transitional dynamics to the long run equilibria. Together to the trade costs
parameter, the absorption rate of pollution and the pollution damage on welfare, reveal
as decisive parameters to the equilibrium distribution of population and the transitional
dynamics. As openness of trade increases, population evenly distribute between the two
regions. We find that this transition can be smooth or sudden depending on the emission
taxes.
If both regions apply the same emission tax, population and wages are equal in both
regions whenever pollution damage on welfare is high or households are high environmentally
friendly. If pollution damage on welfare is not so high and trade costs are very high,
economic activity is partly agglomerated in one of the regions, where the wages are the
highest. The only barrier to the full agglomeration is the disutility of pollution, which acts
as a dispersion force. As trade costs diminish, the advantage of being in the larger market
falls, firms can export their products from the smaller region to the larger market at a
relatively low cost while their workers can enjoy a less polluted environment. This provokes
a smooth transition from a high concentration of the population to a disperse equilibrium
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as trade costs diminish and the market size looses its strength. As trade costs diminish
population tends to equally distribute between the two regions and wages become equal.
The absorption rate of pollution determines the relative strength and speed of the pollution
effect, comparing with the traditional NEG effect. If the natural environment has a low
recovery ability, cyclical population migrations arise.
If one of the regions applies a higher tax, the pollution-haven effect arises, encouraging
firms to move to the region with laxer environmental regulation. However, the region with
higher tax, suffers from less net emissions and, as time goes by, enjoys a less polluted environment (pollution aversion effect). If environmental damage on welfare is high enough,
population do not agglomerate in one of the regions, but the relative size of the two taxes
determines which of the two regions ends up with the higher population and wages (depending on which of these two forces wins) for any value of trade costs. If environmental damage
on welfare is not so high, partly agglomerated equilibria arise if trade costs are high. As
openness of trade increases population and firms evenly distribute between the two regions.
In the beginning, the firms drain will take place smoothly till the size of the market falls
under a threshold. From that level on, a sudden change occurs since the majority of the
firms will find more profitable to relocate in the region with the lowest tax. However, since
a higher tax implies lower net emissions (discounting abatement) and a better long-run
environmental quality, so the sudden change could occur in the reversed direction with the
majority of the people moving to the region with better environmental quality. The final
outcome depends on the relative size of taxes.
Finally we prove that a weak unilateral environmental policy will produce a pollution
haven in the other region. That is, if one of the regions slightly increases the emission
tax, the slightly better environmental quality that attains is not enough to compensate the
lose of competitiveness, a firm drain to the other region arises for any value of openness of
trade. When an intermediate tax is set, a pollution haven will tend to arise for high values
of transport costs. For low values, however, the less polluted region will end up having a
larger share of the population. If one of the regions increases the emission tax above enough
the tax in the other region, the possibility of a pollution haven is completely dismiss for
any value of transport cost.
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9. Appendix A: Definitions and lemmas
The proofs of the main propositions need the definition of some auxiliary functions and
lemmas.
Definition 13. Let’s define the following functions on w ∈ (0, +∞)
1
α+ σ
− 1 α+ σ φ̂
κw γ ( σ−1 ) - κκ̄ w γ ( σ−1 )
1-φκ (w)2

A (w) = −1/2 −(1+α(σ−1)) κ
,
=
1
α+ σ
1−φ̂
κ̄
w
-φ (w) (κ̄1/2 w1+α(σ−1) -φκ (w))
κ̄w γ ( σ−1 )( ) -1

 (32)
!
σ
φ̂
κ γ1 (α+ σ−1
)
2(1+α(σ−1))
w
-1
1
κ̄w
-1
 , (33)
φκ (w) = 1+α(σ−1) 1/2 1= w1+α(σ−1) κ̄1/2  κ̄ 1
1
σ
σ
α+
α+
w
κ̄
κw γ ( σ−1 ) -1
κw γ ( σ−1 ) -1

κ

with φ̂ defined in (22)and κ̄, κ in (30). From now onwards, when κ = 1 we will name (33)
and (32) as A(w) and φ(w).
Lemma 14. By differentiating (33) and (32), the following derivatives are obtained
 1+2α(σ-1)
 

1
σ
σ
σ
1
dAκ (w)
γ α+ σ-1 w
α+ σ-1
) - κ̄ w− γ1 (α+ σ-1
) −
γ(
= 1
φ̂
κκ̄w
(34)
2
σ
dw
κ
α+ σ−1
1−φ̂)
(
)(
γ
κ̄w
-1
!#
2
1
σ
1
σ
(κ̄)
α+
φ̂
−
α+
φ̂
(
)
(
)
σ-1
σ−1
κw γ
w γ
κ
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dφκ (w)
dw

κ
κ̄1/2

=

1
2γ



α+

σ
σ−1



σ
α+ σ−1
)

1

wγ(




σ
α+ σ−1
)(1−φ̂)

1

κ̄w γ (

σ
α+ σ−1
)

1

w2+α(σ−1) κw γ (

-1


-1 

2


(1+φ̂)-(1-φ̂)A (w)
(35)
κ

Lemma 15. If κ = 1 and γ < γ̄ the function A(w) is continuous and differentiable for all
w ∈ (0, +∞), with a global minimum point at w = 1 such that A(1) = (1 + φ̂)/(1 − φ̂) and
A0 (1) = 0.

Proof. Note that A(w) is a continuous function at any w 6= 1. If w = 1, by applying
L’Hopital

lim A(w) = lim

w→1

1
γ



w→1

α+

σ
σ−1
1
γ





1

σ
α+ σ−1
)

wγ(

α+

σ
σ−1



+

1
γ



α+

σ
σ−1



φ̂w

σ
− γ1 (α+ σ−1
)φ̂

1
γ

α+ σ
1−φ̂
(1 − φ̂)w ( σ−1 )( )

=

1 + φ̂
1 − φ̂

Taking into account (34) for κ = 1 and, again, by applying L’Hopital, A0 (1) = lim A0 (w) =
w→1

0. Note that w = 1 is the unique point that vanishes A0 (w). Since limw→0+ A(w) =
limw→+∞ A(w) = +∞, we can conclude that A(w) has a global minimum at w = 1.
Lemma 16. If κ = 1 function φ(w) is continuous and differentiable for all w ∈ (0, +∞)
with φ(1) = φ̂ and φ(w) = φ(1/w). If γ ≥ γ̄ then φ(w) ≤ 0 for all w ∈ (0, +∞) Contrary,
if γ < γ̄ then φ(w) > 0 for all w ∈ (0, +∞) with limw→0+ φ(w) = limw→+∞ φ(w) = 0, φ(w)
increases if w < 1 and decreases if w > 1. Then, w = 1 is a global máximum point.

Proof. By applying L´Hopital, limw→1 φ(w) = φ̂. Taking into account (35) for κ = 1 and
γ < γ̄, given that A(w) > A(1) = (1 + φ̂)/(1 − φ̂) for all w 6= 1, we have that φ0 (w) > 0 if
w < 1 and φ0 (w) < 0 if w > 1. The remaining properties can be easily proven.
Definition 17. If κ > 1, let’s define the
wB = κ
 following values:

σ
1/( γ1 (α+ σ−1
)φ̂)

wC = (κ̄/κ)

−1/

and wD = κ̄

1
σ
(α+ σ−1
)(1−φ̂)
γ

σ
−1/( γ1 (α+ σ−1
))

< 1,

< 1.

Remark 18. Note that if γ > γ̄ and κ̄ < κ1−φ̂ then wC > wD > wB and, if κ̄ > κ1−φ̂ then
wC < wD < wB . Contrary, if γ < γ̄ and κ̄ < κ1−φ̂ then wC < wB < wD and, if κ̄ >
κ1−φ̂ then wC > wB > wD .
Remark 19. If γ > γ̄ then φκ (w) ∈ (0, 1) if and only if w ∈ |wC , wD |18 . If γ < γ̄ then
φκ (w) ∈ (0, 1) if and only if w ∈
/ |wC , wD |.
18

By |wC , wD | we denote both, the interval (wD , wC ), if γ > γ̄ and κ̄ < κ1−φ̂ (or γ < γ̄ and κ̄ > κ1−φ̂ ) ,
and (wC , wD ) if γ > γ̄ and κ̄ > κ1−φ̂ (or γ < γ̄ and κ̄ < κ1−φ̂ )
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Proposition 20. If κ > 1 then the function Aκ (w) verifies that Aκ (wC ) = 1 and it has
an asymptote at wD < 1. If γ > γ̄ then Aκ (w) is a monotonous decreasing function in
|wC , wD | if κ̄ < κ1−φ̂ and it is monotonous increasing if κ̄ > κ1−φ̂ . If γ < γ̄ then,
i) If κ̄ < κ1−φ̂ then Aκ (w) decreases in (0, wC ) and, in (wD , +∞) the function Aκ (w)
1 + φ̂
has an U shape with a global minimum value. Moreover, Aκ (w) > A(w) ≥
for
1 − φ̂
all w ∈ (wD , +∞).
ii) If κ̄ > κ1−φ̂ then Aκ (w) has an U shape with a global minimum value in (0, wD ) and,
1 + φ̂
Aκ (w) increases in (wC , +∞). Moreover, Aκ (w) > A(w) ≥
for all w ∈ (0, wD )
1 − φ̂
Proof. The function Aκ (w) has a critical point, according to (34), if and only if
1
α+ σ (1+φ̂)
κw γ ( σ-1 )
+φ̂ κ̄κ
σ
α+ σ−1
1−φ̂)
(
)(
=
κ̄w
1
α+ σ (1+φ̂)
+ κ̄κ
φ̂κw γ ( σ-1 )
1
γ

(36)

The LHS of (36) strictly increases form 0 to +∞ if w increases in (0, +∞). Let w0 be the
point the numerator of the RHS of (36) vanishes and wA where the denominator vanishes.
The RHS (36) is a monotonuos increasing function if φ̂ < 1 and it is decreasing if φ̂ < −1.
If γ > γ̄ then φ̂ < 0 and the RHS is negative when w = 0. Given the monotonous growth
of the RHS, either if κ̄ < κ1−φ̂ or κ̄ > κ1−φ̂ , we have that |w0 , wA |∩|wC , wD | = ∅. Therefore,
Aκ (w) is a monotonous function in |wC , wD |. It decreases in (wD , wC ) if κ̄ < κ1−φ̂ and it
increases (wC , wD ) if κ̄ > κ1−φ̂ .
If γ < γ̄ then φ̂ ∈ (0, 1) and the RHS strictly increases from 0 < φ̂ < 1 to φ̂−1 > 1 as w
increases in (0, +∞), so there exits a unique w∗ that vanishes the derivative of Aκ . Given
that limw→+∞ Aκ (w) = +∞ and limw→w+ Aκ (w) = +∞ if κ̄ < κ1−φ̂ , w∗ ∈ (wD , +∞)
D

if κ̄ < κ1−φ̂ . Since limw→0+ Aκ (w) = +∞ and limw→w− Aκ (w) = +∞ if κ̄ > κ1−φ̂ then
D

w∗ ∈ (0, wD ) if κ̄ >

κ1−φ̂ .

Corollary 21. The function φκ (w) defined by (33) with κ > 1 satisfies that φκ (wC ) = 0
and φκ (wD ) = 1. Moreover,
i) If γ > γ̄ then 0 < φκ (w) < 1 if and only if w ∈ |wC , wD | and φκ (w) is a monotonous
decreasing function if κ̄ < κ1−φ̂ and monotonous increasing if κ̄ > κ1−φ̂ .
ii) If γ < γ̄ and κ̄ < κ1−φ̂ then 0 < φκ (w) < 1 if and only if w ∈ (0, wC ) ∪ (wD , +∞).
Moreover, in the interval (0, wC ) the function φκ (w) has an inverted U shape with a
maximum value, named φ̂κ . Function φκ (w) decreases in (wD , +∞) with limw→0+ φκ (w) =
limw→+∞ φκ (w) = 0+ .
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iii) If γ < γ̄ and κ̄ > κ1−φ̂ then 0 < φκ (w) < 1 if and only if w ∈ (0, wD ) ∪ (wC , +∞).
Moreover, in the interval (wC , +∞) the function φκ (w) has an inverted U shape with
a maximum value, named φ̂κ . Function φκ (w) increases in (0, wD ) limw→0+ φκ (w) =
limw→+∞ φκ (w) = 0+ .
Proof. If γ > γ̄, it is obvious that 0 < φκ (w) < 1 if and only if w ∈ |wC , wD |. Note that
φκ (w) has a vertical asymptote at wB ∈
/ |wC , wD | and it is a continuous function in |wC , wD |.
By Proposition 20, Aκ (w) is a continuous monotonous function in |wC , wD | with Aκ (w) >
1
α+ σ (1−φ̂)
Aκ (w ) = 1 > (1 + φ̂)/(1 − φ̂). If κ̄ < κ1−φ̂ and w ∈ (w , w ) then κ̄w γ ( σ−1 )
C

D

C

1 > 0 by (35) and φκ (w) is a monotonous decreasing function in (wD , wC ). If κ̄ > κ1−φ̂ and
1
α+ σ (1−φ̂)
w ∈ (wC , wD ) then κ̄w γ ( σ−1 )
-1 < 0 and φκ (w) increases in (wC , wD ).
If γ < γ̄ then φκ (w) ∈ (0, 1) if and only if w ∈
/ |wC , wD | and, given that the asymptote
wB ∈ |wC , wD |, it is a continuous function at any point w ∈
/ |wC , wD |. Additionally,
limw→0+ φκ (w) = limw→+∞ φκ (w) = 0+ . If κ̄ < κ1−φ̂ then wC < wD and the function Aκ (w)
is a continuous decreasing function in (0, wC ) with limw→0+ Aκ (w) = +∞ and Aκ (wC ) = 1.
There exists a unique value wκ ∈ (0, wC ) such Aκ (wκ ) = (1 + φ̂)/(1 − φ̂) > 1, which is a
critical point of φκ (w), by (35). The point wκ is a local maximum point of φκ (w). If 0 < w <
wκ then Aκ (w) > (1+ φ̂)/(1− φ̂) and φκ (w) increases. Contrary, if wκ < w < wC < wD then
Aκ (w) < (1 + φ̂)/(1 − φ̂) and limw→w+ Aκ (w) = limw→0+ Aκ (w) = limw→+∞ Aκ (w) = +∞
D

are satisfied, which implies that

φκ (w)

decreases. Note that if w > wD then Aκ (w) >

and φκ (w) decreases.

1 + φ̂
1 − φ̂

The same reasonings apply if κ̄ > κ1−φ̂ .

10. Appendix B: Existence and Stability of Equilibria
Proof of Propositions 1: Taking into account (9) and that nj = Lj /(f (1 + α(σ − 1)))
equation (12) can be reduced to


φ(1-L)wα(σ−1) κ(1−α)(σ−1) +L -w1+α(σ−1) κ(1−α)(σ−1) φL+(1-L)wα(σ−1) κ(1−α)(σ−1) =0. Implicit differentiation gives
dw
w(1 − φ2 )
=
>0
dL
D(w, L, κ)

(37)

and
dw
−(1-α)(σ-1)w w (1-L)wα(σ−1) κ(1−α)(σ−1) +φL
=
dκ
κ
D(w, L, κ)
34

2

+(1-φ2 )L(1-L)

<0

(38)

2
with D(w, L, κ)=(1+α(σ-1))w (1-L)wα(σ−1) κ(1−α)(σ−1) + φL +α(σ-1)L(1-L)(1-φ2 ) > 0
Proposition 22. There exit two unstable boundary equilibria. One of them is L = 1,
w = (φκ̄1/2 )−1/(1+α(σ−1)) , Z1 = wρ(1 − κ1 )/(µκ1 ), Z2 = 0 and the other is its mirror
image, L = 0, w = (φ/κ̄1/2 )1/(1+α(σ−1)) , Z1 = 0 and Z2 = ρ(1 − κ2 )/(µκ2 ).

Proof. Note that these agglomeration equilibria vanish the three equations (17)-(19). The
eigenvalues of the triangular Jacobian matrix of the system, at these equilibria are −µ
(double) and 1 > 0 so, they are unstable,
Proof of proposition 2: An interior equilibrium L 6= 0, 1 satisfies the balanced trade
condition (12) and V1 /V2 − 1 = 0, then we obtain
α(σ−1)+σ

−1

w2α(σ−1)+1 − wα(σ−1) φ
w γ(σ−1)
=
L=
and
L
=
L
(w)
≡
∆
α(σ−1)+σ
−1
1 + w2α(σ−1) − wα(σ−1)+1 φ − wα(σ+1) φ
1 + w γ(σ−1)
h
i
−1
1
The function LφBT (w) is well defined in w ∈ φ α(σ−1) , φ α(σ−1) and LφBT (1) = L∆ (1) = 1/2.
LφBT (w)

We have that LφBT (w) = L∆ (w) if and only if w = 1 for any value of φ, and/or if φ = φ(w),
defined in (33) with κ = 1.
If γ ≥ γ̄, by lemma 16, φ(w) ≤ 0 for all w ∈ (0, +∞), then functions L∆ (w) and
LφBT (w) cross only once at the point w = 1 with L = L∆ (1) = LφBT (1) = 1/2, the only
interior equilibrium for all φ ∈ (0, 1) (Figure 2 (b) y (d)).
If γ < γ̄ then w = 1 and L = 1/2 is an interior equilibrium for all φ ∈ (0, 1) (the
horizontal branch of equilibria in Figure 2 (a) and (c)). Moreover, given that φ(w) ≥ 0
for all w ∈ (0, +∞) and given that, by lemma 16, φ(w) increases if w < 1 and decreases
if w > 1, with a global maximum at φ(1) = φ̂ , two additional interior equilibria appear if
φ ∈ (0, φ̂). Note that, for a given φ ∈ (0, φ̂), there are two values of w such that φ = φ(w),
one with w ∈ (0, 1) and the other with w ∈ (1, +∞). Given the one-to-one relation between
w and L, there are two values of L such that φ = φ(w(L)), one with L ∈ (0, 1/2) and the
other with L ∈ (1/2, 1). The tilted U-shaped brach in Figures 2 (a) and 2 (c) represent
these equilibria.
Lemma 23. The Jacobian matrix of system (17)-(19) evaluated at an interior equilibrium
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(L 6= 0, 1) is






JL = 





L(1 − L)

α(σ − 1) + σ dw 1
σ−1
dL w∗

1 − κ1
ρ
κ1



−ρ

dw
L + w∗
dL

−L(1 − L)

γ
Z1∗

L(1 − L)



1 − κ2
κ2

−µ

0

0

−µ

γ 
Z2∗ 










(39)

where Z1∗ and Z2∗ are given in (26), dw/dL is given by (37) and w∗ is the solution of the
balanced path equation (12) for a given value of L, φ and κ. Then,



α(σ-1)+σ κ
α(σ-1)+σ
2
κ
tr(JL )=-2µ+
EL (w), det(JL )=µ γ
-1 EL (w)-1
(40)
σ-1
γ(σ-1)
where
ELκ (w) ≡

1
dw L(1 − L)
=
dL
w
(1 + α(σ − 1))Aκ (w) + α(σ − 1)

(41)

The value −µ is always a eigenvalue of JL .

Proof.

The Jacobian matrix (39) can be easily obtained from the system (17)-(19).

−1
2
(wα(σ−1) κ(1−α)(σ−1) +φL/(1-L))
From (37) we have that ELκ = (1 + α(σ − 1))w
+
α(σ
−
1)
(1-φ2 )L/(1-L)
and, from (12), L/(1 − L) = wα(σ−1) κ̄1/2 (w1+α(σ−1) κ̄1/2 − φ)/(1 − φw1+α(σ−1) κ̄1/2 ). Then

−1
w1+α(σ−1) κ̄1/2 (1−φ2 )
κ
EL = (1 + α(σ − 1)) (w1+α(σ−1) κ̄1/2 −φ)(1−φw1+α(σ−1) κ̄1/2 ) + α(σ − 1)
, which is equivalent
to (41) if (32) is taken into account.
Proposition
24.
n
o The symmetric interior equilibrium (20) is locally stable if and only if
φ > max φ̃, φ̂

Proof. From (37), at the symmetric equilibrium (20), dw/dL = 4(1−φ)/(2α(σ −1)+1+φ).
Then, from (41) we have that E1/2 (1) = (1 − φ)/(2α(σ − 1) + 1 + φ). Taken into account the
value of E1/2 (1) in (40), and knowing that −µ is one of the eigenvalues of J1/2 , the other
two eigenvalues will be negative if and only if φ > φ̂ (that is det(J1/2 ) < 0) and φ > φ̃
(which is equivalent to tr(J1/2 ) + µ < 0).
Proposition 25. If either γ > γ̄ and µ < µ̄, or γ < γ̄ and µ < µ(γ), the symmetric
equilibrium of the system (17)-(19) losses the stability at φ̃ and bifurcates in a family of
periodic solutions around it (Hopf bifurcation). Moreover, there exits a value φi ∈ (0, φ̃)
such that theses cycles disappear for φ < φi .
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Proof. If φ = φ̃ then tr(J1/2 )+µ = 0, and the eigenvalues of J1/2 are −µ and two conjugate
eigenvalues with zero real part. If φ is near φ̃, the eigenvalues are complex conjugate with
negative real part if φ > φ̃ and positive real part if φ < φ̃. The real part of this eigenvalues
is given by
θ(φ) =

α(σ − 1) + σ
1−φ
−µ
σ−1
2α(σ − 1) + φ + 1

dθ
(φ̃) 6= 0 the system has a Hopf bifurcation (according to Gandolfo (1997, page 477))
dφ
at φ = φ̃. For φ < φ̃ the system has a family of periodic solutions. There exists a value

As

φ = φi < φ̃ such that (tr(J1/2 ) + µ)2 + 4 det(J1/2 )/µ = 0 where the cycles disappear.
Proposition 26. If γ < γ̄ and φ < φ̂, the two additional interior non-symmetric equilibria
that appear, one of them with L > 1/2 and the other with L < 1/2, are locally stable if
µ > µ(γ). If µ < µ(γ) , there exists a value 0 ≤ φ̆ < φ̂ such that the interior equilibria are
locally stable if and only if φ < φ̆.
Proof. It is known that −µ is always an eigenvalue of matrix (39). Moreover, (37) and γ < 1
assure the positivity of the first addend in (??). From lemma 15 and equation (41), w = 1 is a
 

−1
σ
1
global maximum of EL (w). Then, EL (w) < EL (1) = γ α +
−1
which implies
σ−1
that det(JL ) < 0 at any non-symmetric interior equilibria. In thesame way, if condition
σ
(25) is satisfied, EL (1) ≤ µ/(α + σ/(σ − 1)), then tr(JL ) + µ < −µ + α +
EL (1) ≤ 0.
σ−1
By lemma 15 and (41) the function EL (w) increases when 0 < w < 1 and decreases
when w > 1, with limw→0 EL (w) = limw→+∞ EL (w) = 0. Then, if condition (25) is not
satisfied, there always exist a value of w̆ < 1 such that EL (w) ≤ EL (w̆) = E(1/w̆) =
µ/(α + σ/(σ − 1)) < EL (1). Let φ̆ = φ(w̆) = φ(1/w̆) be the corresponding value of (33) with
κ = 1. Then, if φ < φ̆, that is, if w < w̆ or if 1/w̆ < 1/w, then




σ
σ
EL (w̆) = −µ + α +
EL (1/w̆) = 0
tr(JL ) + µ < −µ + α +
σ−1
σ−1

Proof of Proposition 4.Note that (25) is satisfied if and only if φ̃ ≤ φ̂. Then, according
to propositions 24 and 26, the two additional equilibria that appear, one with L > 1/2 and
the other with L < 1/2, are locally stable for all 0 < φ < φ̂ and the symmetric one (20) is
locally stable whenever φ ≥ φ̂.
Proof of Proposition 5. If pollution (25) is not satisfied then φ̃ > φ̂. Then. according to
proposition 24 in appendix B, the symmetric equilibrium (20) is locally stable if φ > φ̃ > φ̂,
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and the two additional equilibria that appear if φ < φ̂, one with L > 1/2 and the other
with L < 1/2, are locally stable if φ < φ̆ < φ̂, according to proposition 26. Therefore, for
those values of φ such that φ̆ < φ < φ̃, the steady states are unstable and cycles arise.

Proof of proposition 6: Any interior equilibrium vanishes the dynamic system (17)-(19)
with L 6= 0, 1. By solving variable L in equation V1 /V2 − 1 = 0 we obtain
1

L=

Lκ∆ (w)

=

wγ
w

σ
(α+ σ−1
)−1

σ
1
γ (α+ σ−1 )−1

κ

w ∈ [0, +∞)

(42)

κ+1

On the other hand, any equilibrium must satisfy the balanced trade condition (12), that is
L = Lφ,κ
BT (w) =

C(w)
w1+α(σ−1) κ̄1/2 − φ
with C(w) = wα(σ−1) κ̄1/2
1 + C(w)
1 − φw1+α(σ−1) κ̄1/2

κ
κ
Then, an interior equilibrium verifies that Lφ,κ
BT (w) − L∆ (w) = 0 if and only if φ = φ (w),

with φκ (w) defined in (33). By corollary 21, if γ ≥ γ̄ then φκ (w) is a monotonous function
in |wC , wD | with φκ (wC ) = 0 and φκ (wD ) = 1. Consequently, for every φ ∈ (0, 1) there
exists a unique value of w such that φ = φκ (w). The value of w decreases ( increases) if
κ̄ < κ1−φ̂ (κ̄ > κ1−φ̂ ). Given (42), there is a positive one-to-one relation between w and L
and then, there exists a monotonous branch of equilibria that decreases/increases with φ
(Figures 5(b, d) and 6 (b,d)).
By corollary 21, if γ < γ̄ there exists a unique value of w such that φ = φκ (w) for
every φ ∈ (φ̂κ , 1). The value of w decreases (increases) with φ if κ̄ < κ1−φ̂ (κ̄ > κ1−φ̂ ).
However, if φ ∈ (0, φ̂κ ), given the inverted U shape of φκ (w) in (0, wC ) (in (wC , +∞)) and
its monotonous behaviour in (wD , +∞) (in (0, wD )) there exist three values of w ∈ (0, +∞)
satisfying φ = φκ (w). Given the one-to-one relation between w and L, there are two branches
of equilibria, a monotonous one with dLm /dφ ≶ 0 (dw/dφ ≶ 0) if κ̄ ≶ κ1−φ̂ for φ ∈ (0, 1)
and a tilted U-shaped branch for φ < φ̂κ (Figures 5(a,c) and 6 (a,c).

Proof of proposition 7: By (42) and (26), Z1 /Z2 = κ

1−α
−1
γ

1

wγ

σ
(α+ σ−1
)

1

= κ̄1/(2γ(σ−1)) w γ

If κ̄ > κ1−φ̂ then, at the equilibria, either on the unique branch (if γ ≥ γ̄) or on the
monotonous branch (γ > γ̄), we have that w ≤ wD < 1 and Z1 /Z2 < κ̄−1/(2γ(1+α(σ−1))) < 1.
Moreover, given that κ̄ > κ1−φ̂ , L(φ) > L(φ = 0) for any value of φ if (κ1 , κ2 ) ∈ R+ .
Proposition 27. If γ > γ̄, det(JL ) < 0 for any value of φ ∈ (0, 1) and
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σ
(α+ σ−1
)

.

i) if µ > µ̄, tr(JL ) + µ < 0 for any value of φ ∈ (0, 1).
ii) if µ < µ̄, there exists a value φ̃κ such that tr(JL ) + µ < 0 for any value of φ ∈ (φ̃κ , 1).

Proof. By (40), if γ > γ̄, then det(JL ) < 0 at every interior equilibrium by corollary
20 and (41). If γ > γ̄ then ELκ (w) is a monotonic function on |wC , wD | by corollary 20
and ELκ (w) ≤ ELκ (wC ) = (1 + 2α(σ − 1))−1 =µ̄(σ − 1)/(σ + α(σ − 1)) for all w ∈ |wC , wD |.
Therefore, if µ > µ̄ then tr(JL ) + µ < 0.
However, if µ < µ̄, since ELκ (w) is a monotonous function, there exists a value w̃κ ∈
|wC , wD | such that tr(JL )+µ < 0 for all interior equilibrium corresponding to w ∈ |wC , w̃κ |.
We name φ̃κ the value of φ such that φ(w̃κ ) = φ̃κ and, by corollary 21, the interior equilibrium satisfies that tr(JL ) + µ < 0 if φ ∈ (φ̃κ , 1).
Proposition 28. If γ < γ̄, every interior equilibria on the monotonous branch verifies that
det(JL ) < 0. Regarding the equilibria on the tilted U-shaped branch, there exists a value
φ̌κ such that one of the equilibria satisfies det(JL ) < 0 and, at the other, det(JL ) > 0, if
φ ∈ (0, φ̌κ ). The remaining equilibria in the tilted U-shaped branch, if the existed, satisfy
that det(JL ) > 0.
Moreover, there exists a function µκ (γ) such that
i) if µ > µκ (γ), the interior equilibria on the monotonous branch satisfy that tr(JL )+µ <
0 for all the values of φ ∈ (0, 1). There exists a value φ̃κ such that if φ ∈ (0, φ̃κ ), one
of the equilibria on the tilted U-shaped branch verifies that tr(JL ) + µ < 0 and, at the
other tr(JL ) + µ > 0 . If φ > φ̃κ the remaining two equilibria on the tilted U-shaped
branch, if they existed, satisfy tr(JL ) + µ > 0.
ii) if µ < µκ (γ), those equilibria on the monotonous branch satisfy that tr(JL ) + µ < 0
either for low and high values of φ. However, there exist an interval of intermediate
values of φ such that tr(JL ) + µ > 0 at the equilibria on the monotonous branch The
equilibria on the tilted U-shaped branch verify the same property than in i).
Proof. By corollary 20, if γ < γ̄ the function ELκ (w) has an asymptote. ELκ (w) is monotone
on one side of the asymptote and it has a maximum on the other side at the value w∗ . It
is satisfied that
E κ (w∗ ) =

1
1
<
=
1+φ̂
(1+α(σ-1))Aκ (w∗ )+α(σ-1)
(1+α(σ-1))
+ α(σ-1)
1-φ̂

1
1
σ
γ (α+ σ−1 )-1

(43)

then, those equilibria on the monotonous branch verify that det(JL ) < 0. However, on the
side where the function E κ (w) is monotone, there exists a value w̌ such that inequality (43)
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is satisfied on one side of this value. This means that there exists a value φ̌κ = φκ (w̌) such
that one of the equilibria on the tilted U-shaped branch satisfies det(JL ) < 0 and, at the
other, det(JL ) > 0, if φ ∈ (0, φ̌κ ). The remaining equilibria in the tilted U-shaped branch,
if the existed, satisfy that det(JL ) > 0.
Let’s define the function µκ (γ) =

α(σ−1)+σ κ
E (w∗ (γ))
σ−1

where w∗ (γ) is the point where

E κ (w) achieves its maximum. Then, if µ > µκ (γ), then tr(JL ) + µ < 0 at any equilibria
on the monotonous branch. However, on the side where E κ (w) is monotone, there exists
a value φ̃κ = φ(w̃κ ) such that on of the equilibria on the tilted U-shaped branch satisfies
tr(JL ) + µ < 0 and, at the other, tr(JL ) + µ > 0 if φ ∈ (0, φ̃κ ). At the remaining equilibria
on the tilted U-shaped branch tr(JL ) + µ > 0.
If µ < µκ (γ) there exist two values w̃1 and w̃2 with φ˜1 = φκ (w̃1 ) and φ˜2 = φκ (w̃2 ) such
that the equilibria on the monotonous branch satisfy tr(JL ) + µ < 0 iff φ ∈
/ (φ̃1 , φ̃2 ). Those
equilibria on the tilted U-shaped branch satisfy the same as previous paragraph.
That is, those equilibria with extreme salaries (lower than min{w̄, wA } and higher than
max{w̄, wA }) are locally stable. If ( 25) is not satisfied, the range of values of w for which
equilibria are locally stable shrinks, but the conclusion is the same: equilibria with low
values w (near zero) and those with high values of w are locally stable, intermediate values
of w are related to unstable equilibria.

11. Appendix C: No half measures
Proposition 29. Given the function fi (κ1 , κ2 ) = (1 − κ1 )κa1i − (1 − κ2 )κa2i with 0 < κ2 <
κ1 < 1 and ai ∈ R, i = 0, 1, r defined in (31), the equation fi (κ1 , κ2 ) = 0 is always satisfied if
κ2 = κ1 . If ai ≤ 0 then fi (κ1 , κ2 ) < 0 for all 0 < κ2 < κ1 < 1. If ai > 0 then fi (κ1 , κ2 ) = 0
ai
implicitly defines κ2 as a decreasing function of κ1 in the region 0 < κ2 ≤ 1+a
≤ κ1 < 1.
i
It is satisfied that fi (κ1 , κ2 ) > 0 at points (κ1 , κ2 ) below the curve of this function and
fi (κ1 , κ2 ) < 0 above the curve. The curve moves upwards if ai increases.
ai
Proof. Some of the properties are obvious. It is also clear that, given κ1 ∈ [ 1+a
, 1), if
i
ai
] with κi2 (κ1 ) < κ1 such that
ai > 0 there always exits a unique value κi2 (κ1 ) ∈ (0, 1+a
i

fi (κ1 , κi2 (κ1 )) = 0. By implicitly differentiating the equation fi (κ1 , κ2 ) = 0, we have, if
κ2 <

ai
1+ai

< κ1 , that

dκi2
κai −1 (ai (1 − κ1 ) − κ1 )
dκi
κai (1 − κ1 ) ln κ1 − κa2i (1 − κ2 ) ln κ2
= 1ai −1
< 0 and 2 = − 1
>0
dκ1
dai
κ2 (ai (1 − κ2 ) − κ2 )
−κa2i −1 ai (1 − κ2 ) + κa2i
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Definition 30. If γ ≥ γ̄ then a1 < a0 ≤ ar and we can divide the space 0 < κ2 < κ1 < 1
in the following disjoint regions
R− = {(κ1 , κ2 ) /f1 (κ1 , κ2 ) > 0 , f0 (κ1 , κ2 ) > 0 and fr (κ1 , κ2 ) > 0},
+
R−
= {(κ1 , κ2 ) / f1 (κ1 , κ2 ) < 0, f0 (κ1 , κ2 ) > 0 and fr (κ1 , κ2 ) > 0},
+
R = {(κ1 , κ2 ) / f1 (κ1 , κ2 ) < 0, f0 (κ1 , κ2 ) < 0 and fr (κ1 , κ2 ) > 0},
R∗+ = {(κ1 , κ2 ) / f1 (κ1 , κ2 ) < 0, f0 (κ1 , κ2 ) < 0 and fr (κ1 , κ2 ) < 0}.
If γ < γ̄ then a1 < ar < a0 and the space 0 < κ2 < κ1 < 1 can be divided in the following
disjoint regions
G− = {(κ1 , κ2 ) / f1 (κ1 , κ2 ) > 0 , fr (κ1 , κ2 ) > 0 and f0 (κ1 , κ2 ) > 0},
G+
− = {(κ1 , κ2 ) / f1 (κ1 , κ2 ) < 0, fr (κ1 , κ2 ) > 0 and f0 (κ1 , κ2 ) > 0},
G+ = {(κ1 , κ2 ) /f1 (κ1 , κ2 ) < 0, fr (κ1 , κ2 ) < 0 and f0 (κ1 , κ2 ) > 0},
G+
∗ = {(κ1 , κ2 ) /f1 (κ1 , κ2 ) < 0, fr (κ1 , κ2 ) < 0 and f0 (κ1 , κ2 ) < 0} .
Remark 31. If ai > 0, i = 0, 1, r, the curve fi (κ1 , κ2 ) = 0 moves upwards if ai increases,
+
according to Proposition 29 then, the spatial distribution of the sets is R− 4 R−
4 R+ 4 R∗+
+
+
+
(where 4 means below) and G− 4 G− 4 G 4 G∗ .If γ = γ̄ then a0 = ar and R+ is empty.
+
If γ > γ̄ and a1 < 0 then R− is empty; if a0 < 0 then R− and R−
are empty; if ar is
+
negative then R∗ is the only non-empty region. If γ < γ̄ and a1 < 0 then G− is empty; if
+
ar < 0 then G− and G+
− are empty;if a0 < 0 the only region is G∗ . Figures and 7 and 8
show all the posibilities.

Proof of Propositions 10 and 11. Taking into account Definition 30, the conclusions
are clear one the meaning of functions fi (κ1 , κ2 ) is reveled.
It is clear that ln [(1 − κ1 )κa1i ] − ln [(1 − κ2 )κa2i ] < 0 if and only if fi (κ1 , κ2 ) < 0. By
taking L = Lκ∆ , defined in (42), evaluating at wC and wD (see definition 17), and taking
neperian logarithms, after some calculations we obtain that:
i) L(φ = 0) = Lκ∆ (wC ) > 1/2 if and only if

1+2α(σ−1)
σ
(α+ σ−1
)φ̂

1
γ

[ln κa10 (1 − κ1 ) − ln κa20 (1 − κ2 )] ≷

0 depending on the sign of φ̂. If γ > γ̄ then φ̂ < 0 and, therefore, L(φ = 0) > 1/2 if
and only if f0 (κ1 , κ2 ) < 0. Contrary, if γ < γ̄ then φ̂ > 0 and, then, L(φ = 0) > 1/2
if and only if f0 (κ1 , κ2 ) > 0. Moreover, if a0 < 0 we have that f0 (κ1 , κ2 ) < 0 for all
0 < κ2 < κ1 < 1 whereas if a0 > 0 the sign of f0 (κ1 , κ2 ) can be positive or negative.
The conclusion is straightforward.
ii) L(φ = 1) = Lκ∆ (wD ) > 1/2 if and only if f1 (κ1 , κ2 ) < 0, which is always true if a1 < 0
whereas if a1 > 0 the sign of f1 (κ1 , κ2 ) can be positive or negative.
iii) κ̄ < κ1−φ̂ if and only if (1 − φ̂) [ln κa1r (1 − κ1 ) − ln κa2r (1 − κ2 )] < 0 ⇔ fr (κ1 , κ2 ) < 0,
which is always true if ar < 0 whereas if ar > 0 the sign of fr (κ1 , κ2 ) can be positive
or negative.
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Taking into account i) to iii) the results for γ > γ̄ presented in Proposition 10 are
clear. We have taken into account the positive one-to-one relation between w and L for the
conclusions on wages. If γ < γ̄ there are two branches of equilibria, a monotonous one Lm
and a tilted U-shaped L∪ .
In G− we have that dLm /dφ > 0 (κ̄ > κ1−φ̂ ), with Lm achieving a value Lm (φ = 1) <
1/2. Therefore Lm (φ) < 1/2 for any value of φ, which implies that the share of industrial
firms and population is lower in region 1 than in region 2, for any value of φ on Lm .
Moreover, the share of population in region 1 increases and the rate of salaries increases
with φ, as it is explained in i). On the other hand, in G− we have that L∪ (φ = 0) > 1/2
and this point is unstable, which means that the basin of attraction of the equilibria near
agglomeration in region 1 is lower than in region 2. The same reasoning applies to the cases
ii) to iv).
Then, from the Definition 29, we have that
R− = {(κ1 , κ2 ) /L(φ = 0) < 1/2, L(φ = 1) < 1/2 and dL/dφ > 0},
+
R−
= {(κ1 , κ2 ) /L(φ = 0) < 1/2, L(φ = 1) > 1/2 and dL/dφ > 0},

R+ = {(κ1 , κ2 ) /L(φ = 0) > 1/2, L(φ = 1) > 1/2 and dL/dφ > 0},
R∗+ = {(κ1 , κ2 ) /L(φ = 0) > 1/2, L(φ = 1) > 1/2 and dL/dφ < 0},
G− = {(κ1 , κ2 ) /

L∪ (φ = 0) > 1/2, Lm (φ = 1) < 1/2 and dLm /dφ > 0},

G+
− = {(κ1 , κ2 ) /L∪ (φ = 0) > 1/2, Lm (φ = 1) > 1/2 and dLm /dφ > 0},
G+ = {(κ1 , κ2 ) /L∪ (φ = 0) > 1/2, Lm (φ = 1) > 1/2 and dLm /dφ < 0},
G+
∗ = {(κ1 , κ2 ) /L∪ (φ = 0) < 1/2, Lm (φ = 1) > 1/2 and dLm /dφ < 0},
where Lm is the monotonous branch of equilibria and L∪ is the tilted U-shaped branch of
equilibria.
Proposition 32. Given a fixed κ2 , the population level L(φ = 1) decreases with κ1 ∈
(κ2 , a1 /(1 + a1 )) and increases in κ1 ∈ (a1 /(1 + a1 ), 1). The level of population L(φ = 0)
decreases (increases) with κ1 ∈ (κ2 , a0 /(1 + a0 )) and increases (decreases) in κ1 ∈ (a0 /(1 +
a0 ), 1) if γ > γ̄ (if γ < γ̄)
Proof. Solving the system (12), (17)-(19), for φ = 0 and φ = 1, it is obtained that
L(φ = 0)
1 − L(φ = 0)
L(φ = 1)
1 − L(φ = 1)


 1+2α(σ−1)
σ +α φ̂
κ1 a0 1 − κ1 γ1 ( σ−1
)
=
κ2
1 − κ2
 a1
κ2
1 − κ2
=
κ1
1 − κ1
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(44)
(45)

Note that L(φ = 0) and L(φ = 1) increases/decreases with κ1 as (44) and (45) do.
Moreover, If ai > 0 then the function κa1i (1 − κ1 ), i = 0, 1, has a global optimum at
κ1 = ai /(1 + ai ). If φ = 1, from (45),the result arises inmediatly. If φ = 0 we have to take
also into account that φ̂ > 0 if and only if γ < γ̄.
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(a)

γ = 0.60, σ = 5, α = 0.4

(b)

(a1 < 0)

(c)

(a1 < 0)

γ = 0.65, σ = 5, α = 0.4

(d)

(a1 < 0, a0 < 0)

(e)

γ = 0.35, σ = 5 α = 0.4

γ = 0.45, σ = 5, α = 0.4
(a1 < 0, ar < 0)

γ = 0.95, σ = 5, α = 0.4

(f)

(a1 < 0, a0 < 0, ar < 0)

γ = 0.55, σ = 5, α = 0.4
(a1 < 0, ar < 0, a0 < 0)

Figure 8: (a), (c) y (d) Regions R when γ ≥ γ̄; (b),(d) y (f) Regions G when γ < γ̄.
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